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Farmers Rewarded For High Corn

Yields

Office Will •
Close After
December a

••
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Million Dollar

Ike To Have Physical
To See If He Is Fit

Ditch Underway

-- ConNEW ORLEANS
struction of a $95 million ditch
to the sea began today near
$he spot where 143 years ago
this Month British war ships
scraped bottom while carrying
troops to the Battle of New
Regional Orleans.
L, James C. Cra rwick
A dynamiteb last set off by
Dirertor of the Small Bueinees
Modern Day Paul
Adminir.ration. Cleveland. Ohio, Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.)
announced today the clister and other dignitaries Opened Bunyan Saves Home
.111firld office loceited in Hopkins- "Operation Outlet." The project
Ky.. would be closed alter Is the Mississippi River -. Gulf
DULUTH, Mann. le• -A hOuseDecember 13, 1957. This office outlet which will produce in five ho!der rose to the occasion Montidewas set upo n a temporary Oasis to 10 years a deep-draft
day afternoon when a 30-foot
to receive and to process appli- water channel from New Orleans tree threatened to crush h i s
These activities were ruled out
By MERRIMAN SMITH
eatSans for loans from small to the Gulf of Mexico.
by his doctors.
home.
Writer
House
White
Press
.United
The outlet will give this southbusiness concerns or individuals
Earlier Opinions Differed
The man. about 55 and of mea
- WASHINGTON 48 -A visithad suffered damages Or ern port - currently doing
wh
When the -nature of the Presiwhere
or
sight
lost
size,
ckvm
tradeing foreign dignitary- said today dent's illness first became known,
ksses as a result of the recent $2 billion annual foreign
, a second passageway to the sea he was chopping and the tree, in advance of President Eisen- medical men thought he would
nods in this area.
circumference,
in
feet
four
shorter than about
hower's scheduled physical ex- haye to spend several weeks of
Mr. Garwick said "We have 'about 40 miles
began tz.ppling, onto his house.
Mississippi River route.
amination that the Chief Execu- "substantially decreased activity."
Pad wonderful cooperation froni the
The project was authorized in
The modern 0ey Paul Bunyan, tive .."looks excellent."
Stricken on Monday he stayed
ttie banks in this locality esby Congress, which appro- who refused tco allow use of his
in his White House living quarpecially the Planters Bank and ma
to
year
this
prime
priated$625,000
former
breach
Said,
Al
the
.
'nto
Nun
stepped
name.
ters until Thursday - ThanksTrust Co pany and the Pint_
begin work.
and held the t e up at arm's' minister Of Iraq, paid a courtesy giving Day - when he attend
CrAy Bank and Trust Company,
to be length for abou an hour, get- , call o Eisenhower at the White
channel,
tidewater
The
church. The next 'day he drov
both uf Hopkinsville and as a
built east and southeast of New ting angrier- and weaker-by House this morning.
to Gettysburg.
result of these banks participatallow shippers to the minute.
will
Orleans,
Arab
the
"He looks excellent,"
Last week, the President pre-4
ing wish us in our disaster proGulf Of 'lltlexico• after
the
reach
leader 'told reporters.
sided over a cabinet meeting;
gram it appears that our field a 76-mile journey. New Orleans
Sauced Wille's Aid
Doctors were to examine the took part in a bipartisan congresoffice at Hopkinsville has served is 120 miles upstream by way
p.m. es.t. to sional meeting and a Republican ),
Corn contest winners are shown above from left to right. They are Robert Craig. Hazel;
Fine of all. he called to his Presiderst at 2:30
it's primary purpose and is no of the meandering Mississippi.
Suiter,
minutes pass on whether he 'is fit enough leaders conference; conferred with \
Pierce McDougal, Murray; A. H. Kopperud. Murray. Charles Outland, Murray; Larry
longer needed." •
The channel - with a mini- wife for more than 10
to Paris for n ex t various officials and took a few
Murray: Billy Smith, Kirksey.
Mr. Garwick further stated mum depth of 36 feet and a before she heard him. She rush- to travel
golf shots on the White
dust even though this office is bottom width of 300 feet - will ed outside and 901V her husband week's NATO summit meeting. practice
Bobby Bazzell, winner from Kirksey was absent when the picture was taken.
17
from the play- House lawn.
being closed, small business con- be a land cut except for 26 miles planted beneath the tree and Only a firm veto
now he applied
is expected to keep the
Seven CallovAsy County farm- mona nitrate and in the row he monis. In the
Forayer:Mg it above his heed.
cerns or inclividuaLs who have et open water.
5-10-10 making his
ers received special recognition used 200 lbs. of 14-14-14 and 300 lbs. of
"What shall I do" the cried. President from making the trip.
suffered lossee - may still file
fertilizer cost at $26.73 per
In view of Eisenhower's rapid
"Call my brother," the desperat a dinner Thursday night, De-, 85 lbs of anhydrous ammonia. total
their application for a direct
acre.
recovery from the mild stroke
ate woodsman ehouted.
cembor 4. for their high corn His fertilizer cost was $32.56 per
loan with this administration.
was plowed twice
She was unable to find the he suffered Nov. 25, a negative
yiela per acre in a curtest spon- acre. 'Ibis plot
Bobby Hassel had a produc- Anyone desiring to do so, shoukl
verdict would come as a sura VC Case tractor.
with
arid returned.
to
brother
James
appkication
the
mail
tion of 106 bu. per acre and he
sored by Elks Popcorn Company.
Larry Suiter used Stotts 100Y
"Whet shall I do" she asked prise.
•
of anhydrous along G. Gerwack, Regional Director,
lbs
80
used
The examining doctors will
again.
This contest was inaugurated an a 10 acre plot and he averag- with a complete fertilizer.
Small Elusiness Administration,
"Rouse the neighbors," h e r include nearly all of those who
Sehool, ed 99.29 bu (if corn per acre.
Training
Mummy
in
Billy Smith's plot produced 713 Superior Avenue, Cleveland
300 lbs.
dhecked him shortly after he
spouse celled.
Wiezel High School and Kiriesey For feritizer he used
bushels per acre and he ap- 1, Ohio.
103
of antryShe ran to neighboring homes, suffered his cerebral stroke.
Disaster nottrns in the mustHigh School when the Mid - of 5-20-20 and 100 lbs.
plied 120 lbs. of anhydrous amVice President Richard M.
but no one was in However, she
y
Sieseh Chemical Clempony gave dross ammonia at a oast of mores along with a complete ues of Christian, Trigg, Hart,
.NEW YORK IP -The New
Council
the
found two small boys passing by Nixon will beset the U.S. dele- York
tway,
, Butler and
Metcade.
n pmsrram on soils and fertiliz- $17.25 per acre. He plowed
Authority
City Transit
fertikzer.
alnot
is
if
gation
Eisenhower
Deere
John
a
on the street and enlisted their
er; to the adult farmer classes. plot once with
Agricukure Hardin who are eligible under
Vocational
moved today to break a cripplThe
attend.
t,
aid. They were too small to lowed
Al tens prosereen the Mid-South tractor.
ing strike on its giant subway
telactsers an the . schools repre- thus program have until May 31,
The President prepared for
Eagle 'Scout Larry Buxton has help, and were dismissed.
Chemical Company represented
system by ordering strikers to
were LeRoy Eldridge, 1958 in which to file an appliCharles Outland used Funk's sented
"What. shall 1 do nue:7" she his examination by spending four return to work by 3 p.m or be
been chosen to represent the
meson for a loan
by Ellis Popcorn Company, of134 on an 8 acre plot and he Oarertan Parks. and Hamp
restful days at his Gettysburg,
Four Rivers Council in the an- wasted
fired.
fered free sotl testing services
conthis
believed
They
Brooks.
bustheki
90.75
received a yield of
Pa * farm. He returned to Washreporit to the State of Ken'.'"A told members of the
for parteciriares in the program
use
the
stimulated
only
not
test
he
fertilizer
•
Pier
Try
Service
•
Stations
ware
Monday
per
ingtbn
4givt
154
du
during
rtertormen's Benevo lent As.socia as a stimulant for better fertillia.
practices
Mo.,
Louis.
St.
a
at
In
speech
broacloaded six tons uf manure; of beater fentbixing
Buxton
week gf 1956 Explorer
lion and. members of six othet
practices
"Call a service eta(ion," the
Presidential Asand applied 250 lbs. of 14-14-14 this yewr but will encourage
will present the report of the rapidly weakening husband mut- Monday night.
small unions Which Joined the
requirements for
I" The only
assured
Adams
Sherman
sistant
and 75 lbs. of a rthydeous arn- batter practaces in future crop
Four' Rivers Council to Gover- tered between clenched teeth.
strike Wilda y night that if they
participation were a ten - acre
Eiaudience
that
Republican
a
more," an the- row. His fertilizer years.
nor A. B. Chandler
plot. a mid test and a part of met was $15.06 per acre and
Off went the wife again on a senhower "is back in the saddle. wanted their jobs they must
Pierce McDougal, Dr. A. H
stations. but they His grip on the reins is. tight give up their fight affelmrthe nitrogen deficiency applied he plowed the plot one time Kopperud, Robert Craig, a n d
Explorer Buxton appeared be tour of service
oration by the giant Tramper!
busy. to come. S h e and sure."
in the form of anhydroue am- with a Case VAC.
Hyde
Bartel received
Bobby
fore a seleetion committee com- wore
Union.
Workers
once
By UNITED PRESS
home arid asked
rn- sae.
Park suits as tarsi place prizes.
Adams said the President was
posed of outstanding business rushed
Wagner
F.
Robert
Mayor
shotrld
Kentucky burley averages
Three divisions of the CalloRobert Craig used Stuns 400W Oho rles Outland, Larry
"almost adamant" about attendmen of West Kentucky. A 1 1 more what she'
way County farmers compeleel; and had a yield of 129 bushels and Billy Smith recived dress Monday dropped for the fourth moues that appeared before the
"Call the fire department," ing a state dinner for the King abandoned his "haft* off stand
the adult farmers, the young per acre on a ten-acre plot. This shirts. Each voostuorsa I agneul- consecutive sales day as the conanintee were judged on per- the husband whispered
of Morocco a few hours after on the strike and called an
Firemen came to the rescue, he -asaa-stricken Nov_ 25. Ihe etriestau session of key city
farmers. and the high school plot had been in corn for Mx ttrre inetructor was awarded a statewide average slipped to sonal appearance. smashing and
ficieds.
boys who are enrolled in veva- consecutive years. For fertilizer D's hat for their oarticipa- $64.14 per hundred pounds. The school activities and an essay freed the nun and waved his next day, he said. Eisenhower
average Monday was 40 cents
But the TA ultimatum and the
was last made a "vigorous argument"
he broadcasted 2 tons of lone, Man in the contest.
whine I agriculture.
writeen on "Saving the Resourc- house .The husband
into his home, about going to his
e and mayor's acUon were small conThe Murray Training Scheel 200 lbs. of 60% super-phoaptsate,
Besides those receiving prazea under last Friday's average.
of the Nation. It's People." seen stumbling
es
Several smaller markets clearno "talked seriously" of *ding a solation for minium of N e w
winners were R. Pierce McDou- 100 Ibis. of 60ei muriate potash
(it these three groups were mumbling dark comments to
ed their floors during the day Ditch
(Continued On Sack Page)
Yorkers faced with the immedinews conference.
one in paricular.
gal. Dr. A. H. Kopperud and and 130 lbe, of anhydrous amequally.
considered.
despite the fact that sales inate problems of getting to work,
tenant, Albert "Took" Wilson,
creased slightly over Friday,
buying Christmas gifts, and carBuxton is a member of troop im
adok farmers; Ovaries Outland.
totaling 17.634.436 pounds. Mar- 45, sponaeored by
rying on their lives in a normal
Methodist
young termer; and Larry Sinter.
T
ketmen said selling all available Men's Club of the the
manner.
First Metho- Preston
high Attested vocational agriculleaf is rather unusual this early dila Church vs lih Cleo Sykes,
The strike i if about 2,600
ture student The Hazel winner
in the season and particularly Scout/nu-lei.
Motormen's
of the
members
was Robert Craig, young farmon a Monday.
Benevolent Association at 5 a.m.
er: Bobby Bazzel. vocational agin
active
very
Carbeen
and
Shelbyville
Lawry
Maysville,
Bitty
Monday threw rain-swept New
▪ riculture student, and
rollton floors sqld more than scouting participating ir. sumYork City Onto one of the worst
1119Sm ids young farmer represent LexingScott
and
million
years,
pounds
one
three
camp
mer
transport jams in history. Stresses
Port Wa4sington, N Y. -"Mr. sees from Indiana University
ing Kirksey.
Preston Orrhvay, busin.ess Beard of. Corsettuents.
pounds.
sold
2,940,018
markets
ton
Explores'"Citiyears,
two
circus
2 SohoriLmaster of tIi e United end the Ph. D. from New York
/
George Hart has served on highways and rail lines were,
Pierce McDougal had two 171
manager of Murray State ColMonKentucky
in
Burley
sold
zens Now" conference. and is a lege. was named as chairman of the board since the hospital was clamed from the center of Manacre plots ueing in iane plot States," Dr. John Wesley Carr, University
day brought $11.311,127.05 to member of the Order of the
hattan for miles into the su&tills 100Y and in lie other will quietly celebrate Pa 98th
the Murray Hospital Board of formed in 1947.
he follows his usual CUS state growers.
If
Arrow.
During the meeting Dr. Jim burbs. Business was ..disrupted
night replacing
Pfister 351. The Stull:: produced birthday here December 13 at
Directors last
Eight of the 29 markets selling
. Dr Carr on his 98th birthHart spoke to the group tracing by tardy or non-arriving workr
124.27 bu per acre, and had a the home of his grandson, Frank
Buxton will be one of six boys George Hart who resigned "the
day will reed the congratulatory Monday reported averages were
the history of the hospital and ers: stores said they could nev eh.
pipulation of 12,167 staall. The C. Carr. 5 [Atwell Road.
position.
this
in
report,
and
and
participating
students
held
21
Friday's
his
and
higher than
letters from
Pfister plot produced 102.42 bu.
He will take office the second its officials from its inception recover Ohri9tmes sale losses
one of the sx will be selected
pr. Oa rr. oldest being ex ecu - "adventure in the school room." steady or declined.
in 1947 to the pceserst day.
which were guised in the' mileif January.
per acre and had a pepulation
Monday
state
Kenhigh
of
the
his
to represent
Carrollton had the state
five if the Nas a sal Eckmation associates who have shared
Dr. Hart expressed the ap- li„ins. Even air travel sufferednamed
Was
Robertson
of 11,818 statics per acre. His
Lusther
average of $85.62 per hundred- tucky in the annual report to
Association, wee in a echoer-team
averaged 113.34 bushels
vice-chairman and GO; Mang- oreciation of the medical staff paa7erigers were delayed up to
In speaking of his birthday weight followed by Shelbyville the notion.
as pupil and "master" for 84
um was r4-elecited as secretary. to the administrator and the an hour ii reaching airports.
week, with $63.61 and Bowling Green
per acre.
believes "teaching pliant.. he said humbly this
He
years.
named Board of Directors for their cowas
Purdom
The Four Rivers Council is
Welk
For fertilizer he broadcasted
As of 6 a.m, todtry.-police retaitt I am still with $64.70.
school is one of the noblest of "I am thankful
ported six subway lines were
250 lbs. of, 60% muriate of pothying." He has lived through
The Federal - State Market menposed of nine counties in from the Board of Conetituents opera:rim.
profeseions."
He paid a tribute to Mr. Hart en.irely out of operatium seven
ash and 250 lbs. of 62% superfive wars and is Still "hoping News Service said prices on West Kentucky and one county. to fill the place of Mr. Hart and
Mr. -Hart took his place on the for his efforts during the, past were running trains _once an
In West Tennessee.
ptesephate. In the row he apBorn December 3, 1859. in V. and praying for peace."
(Contihued on Back Page)
ten yeer•. DF-. Hari- -also tbanken• tour' 14 were -(30•-minutes
plied 130 lbs. of 5-20-20 making hills of Lawrence County, IrZ.,
Bernard Harvey. administrator sctiedules and 13 lanes of the
hie fertilizer cost $32.41 per he began his "adventure in edufor the manner in which he took IRT sy-sem were running at alacre. He Oluwed twenty acres oaitaien" as a 7-year-old lad in
over the duties of the. hoactital. most normal. .
of his corn one amt., and fifteen • little one-room country school.
Before the meeting the board
• acres twice with a Ford tractor. He became a "Hoosier !schoolThe MBA called the !strike to
missile during its first few sec- leers, virtually on a weekly i,.hich can he launched from and the officers of the medical
Editor's Note: Many readers
• "Took" Wilam and Dr. A. H. masiter" at the age of 17 when
protcs. a transit autiority ruling
1955. Not much is a a47 Stratojet bomber about
since
basis,
Once
flight.
of
powered
onds
news
daily
by
confused
are
seer Were given •a' steak canner that subway wairkers- rtniat selete ;
• Incopperud used a 16 .acre plot he taught has first scheol-in
300 miles or more from the
the -rocket burns out, the *missile known here abl'iut t he T-2
reports which refer to a bein the darling room of the hos- a single bargaining agent in an
4,1i0 platted Pfister 484 produc- Greene 0aunty, Indiana.
4
like
Atlas and Titan are ICBM's target. trajectory,
a
fixed
follows
and
U.S.
variety
of
wildering
pital by Mr. Hart.
ing 119.75 150; .eler gcre with
election scheduled for next Mon-.
has
States
also
United
The
S.
U.
the
by
developed
being
target.
toward
its
bullet,
rifle
followa
The
missiles.
Russian
From that day until 1953,
13.403 !exilic: per acre. For ferda2o They and a niunber- of oth- •
missiles designed primarily
15
misForce.
Air
name
"ballistic
the
up-toHence
an
gives
dispatch
ing
UN ROBBED
•tilizer he bracicasted 19 tons when he "relired," Dr. Carr wee
or small craft unions had sought
for defense against claw!: air
misballistic
long-range
The
immost
the
of
roster
date
• rnanure, 3½ tons of lime, a schoolmaster. He was principal
to escape domino:Cm of She
sile."Military men divide these mis- siles are the so-called "ultimate attack. Six of these--the Army's
portant missiles, their military
CAIRO fr - Three armed giant Transptirt Workers Union
200 Os. of 62s", super-phiffiphate, of schools in Philadelphea (1916of the international Nike-Ajax. the Navy's Terrier
weapons"
accbrding
types,
into
two
siles
deof
state
and
functions
held up a United Na- through cralewtde elections ofof 60% morale of pot- 18), Bkairnington, Irxi., (1885200
to thc.distance they travel. Inter- armaments' race. But both the and Sparrow 1, and the Air civilians
velopment.
aQh. and 150 tbs. of 33% am- 87), and Muncie, Ind.. (1887missiles, United States and Russia have Force's Falcon and Genie - al- tions Emergency Force truck and fering a choice between t h e
ballistic
mediate
range
90). He was superintendent of
robbed a cashier of $1,960 on a
and -the splinter groups.
commonly called IRBM's, are in their arsenals a large ,variety ready are in oPerat ional use.
ec•hools at Anderson, Inst. 1890deserted road in the Gaza Strip
The motormen were joined rt
Sy LOUIS CASSELS
designed to hit targets at least of othgr 'missiles which are The others, in various stages of
The
1905). Dayton, Ohio, (1905-08).
s morning by groups asf other
pretty awesome by comparison development and testing, are de- the U.N.' announced today.
14•1400 Press Staff Correspondent 1,500 miles away. Intercontinent
, accompanied by-as
and -Bayonne. New Jersey. (1-909
-conduct' it's, -41op vu 5ik
s ed to do-Thi-!lime PhbetTie.
ballistic missiles (ICBM's) arci with conventional Weapons.
UnitThe
fel
WASHINGTON
he
I
World
War
to 16). During
The BoMarc is a very long and a soldier, was making his
electricians. towerrnen and
The U.S. Air Force, for exthobe which travel about 5,000
long-range
five
has
States
ed
did schisrl and war work in
ample, has in production a mis- range, high speed air defense -regular Friday trip to pay UNEF building and allied' trades substages Miles.
various
in
missiles
ballistic
Boston. Philocielphsa. and CherBy UNITED PRESS
sile called the Snark which re- missile with „advanced electronic civilian 01-iployes in the strip, a ay workers.
Two' IRBM's Tested
of development. They are called
the announcement said. Two men
leeten, South (Deriding
Thor and Jupiter are IRBM's cently travelled 5,000 miles and guidance systems.
Thor, Jupiter, Polaris., ftlas and
Russia has at least five anti- with drawn pistols forced the
developed by the Air Force -and landed accurately on its target.
Si,eitivioset Kentucky - InAfter serving three years as Titan. •
T-8, truck to stop and a third man
Russie has at least two. They Army respectively. Both have The Snark is powered by turbo- aircraft missiles called M -I,
creasing elsructines.s, windy and high school supervisor in KenramMed a sten gun in the cashsuccessftilr, passeel flight tests jet engines rather than rockets. T-7. T-8 and GVA-1,
wanner today, high in rrsid-60e. tucky. he became the first presi- are called T-2 and Tes3.
Another large family of mis- ier's back .the U.N. said
• even of these missiles at Cape Canaveral, Fla. Their It has short wings, and is guided
All ,
Partly cloudy. windy and much dent of Murray State College
builtsin siles is designed to replace concolder tonight and Wednesday. in 1923 There he remained as are designed to carry hydrogen maximum range is reported tto throughout its flight by
WHY is Chrietwa.‘ someNOTICE
Its speed is slightly ventional field and naval artilcontrols.
2,000
miles.
exceed
huge
by
Powered
25
warheads.
to
bomb
20
tonight
Sony
predidvid, dean, and president
times written Xmas!
lery. The largest of this class
The U. S. Navy is working less than the speed of sound.
Some 5:30 am, 1 ensperatures-- emeritus until he "took h i s rockets, they are fired into space
The Kirksey PTA will meet
are the U.S. Army's Redstone
Rascal New Missile
Covinee on 25, Paducah 33, Bowl- vacation'. and came to New hundreds of miles above the on a third IRBM, the Polaris.
J141.1/
recent addition to thr and Russia's T-I. Both are modi- on Wednesday at 1:30 with the
away
-Another
year
a
about
still
is
It
at
supersonic
travel
and
26,
Lexington
earth
28,
ing Green
York an 1953.
Air Command's fications of Germany's V-2 roc- executive board meeting at 12:30.
Strategic
U.S.
stage.
flight
the
from
-testing
an
miles
10,000
usually
speeds.
and
28
Louisville
Lonaitm 22,
•
Russia's IRBM is the T-2. weaponry is the Rascal. This kets of World War 11, with ChriStmas carials will be sung
This dean of American educa- hour or faster
liopkinseille 25.
'
by the grade school children.
powered missile ranges of 200 to 400. miles.
rocket
flight
a
Is
undergoing
been
has
It
the
guide
decontrols
M.A.
and
A.B
the
Built-in
has
tors
Evanevi le, '4nd., 32.
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Outcome Will Decide Whether
He Will Attend Paris Meeting

Subway Strike
Ordered To
Be Halted

Larry Buxton
Is Honored
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Burley Trend
Is Still Down

Dr. John Wesley Carr, At 97,
Is Still Hoping For. Peace,
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Ordway Is Named As
Chairman Of Hospital Board
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TUESDAY — DEC MBER 10, 1957

THE fEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PACE TWO

Television FearsTheAd Lib

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Read The Ledger Sports Pag

Ase3LISHIED BY LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. lam..
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haneolielauon of the Murray Leaser, T. Calloway Tema and Tbs
study of one who understand the appeal of - Sal s
a
be
to
tends
For
one
satisfing.
too
wasn't
it
EWALD
WILLIAM
By
iliaeshierald. October 20. 1928, and ;he West Kentuckian. jaeuary
group out of fear (.4 Mineo who sang. on NBC-TV's ;
United Press Staff Correspondent thing, there were nee too many jams their
J., INS
who deserts them out of "Steve Allen" show - I'm conof
life,
30
around
them,
TV
musicians.
fears
.le
YORK
NEW
televised
ranging from two-beaters like Sear, but who returns to choawe vinced he should be
the ad iib
JAMES C. le ELLIA24S. PUBLISHER
.. Victor
knees
the
from
too.
return,
mart
to
modern
Russell
Wee
Pee
its
for
'fele% ision writes jokes
to do a
slated
who's
Burge,
,
Manor,
the
by
thei
to
Dramatically
text
Letters
Advertising.
was
any
There
reject
like
Monk.
to
night
beaters
cans
the
Is reserve
quizmasters and panelins. I;
spec on Feb. 19, has notified
lir Public -Voice items wluce in ow opinion are not az die beat laughter tor its comedies. It man- also Billie Holiday who just Georges Bernareas suffered from
of
secCBS execs he won't be able to
focus
a
confusion
a
beat.
ype
looked
atereat el ow readers.
utactures .n advance jolly-t
Mother
make rehearsals until Feb. 18.
character,
Marie
ondary
banter for its emcees and singers.
REORESENTATI. ES: WALLACE WITMT.R CO. LW
There were a let or cold
(Via/Wed its center and then Wild, man.
illATIONAL
-•
stay.
that
safer
it's
Michigan
i4.
I dig Shirley MaeLaine who a
I said cold, man not cool. Count was quietly abandoned. Too, the
.0n:roe. Memphis. tenno 260 Par* Ave., New hock; 307
Jazz is the rove' of the ad
Baste is a great bandleader, but motivation for the deserter's cli- was on Nan Fabray's "Chevy
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TOO LITTLE,T(X)LATE is the way we Dodge dealers feel about competitone efforts to
match the Swept-Wing 58. They loweetel the roof some, but left the sides high. Their'
windshields got onnller while ours got bigger. So much for etteling. Than, for another
important comparison, take ride. Here's I )odge with Torsion-Aire nuepension that just
about everybody admits is the greatest advance in sway-free, dip-free, silent going that
any car offers. So what do these other cars do? They borrow an air suspension system
tliaththeen timed in humps for two years! /Costing well over el 00.4 Klextra. And most Of'em
still -don't have push-button driving-much lees Dodge TorqueFlite-the proven autoofuR
•otRirAcy
matic' transmission. If you're a little disappointed in t-he '58 versigrim
ar; come
on in and see our Swept-Wing 58. The others are to/tithing on hut they rata catch up.

reiN0.1 WEST ATV(•
Algiers, modern and ancient.

-

Thar'. minerals In them that hills,

on Frame's
RICHES IN ALG• ERIA -It's not just sand dime real estate that's Involved in the revolt
hands in Alger,a. Untull wealth lies buried in the Atlas mountains on the west and w th,
and under sands of the Sahara, hthose name derives from • primitive word meaning "wild lent
good only to be crossed." The Sahara's temperature ranges from 133 If. daytkne to a frig1,1 II
at night. About a million of Algeria's 10,0(10,000 population live eh the Sahara. klost of these
are Berbers, a matriarchal people v..1,0fte men wear yells but whose women do not. The strife in
Algeria is coating France more than two and a quarter million dollars a day. (international)
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Stan Musial Will Shares
Honor With Two Other

By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
—Stan Musial's
NEW YORK
seventh National League batting
title shared honors today with
splendid all-round performances
by -two of the circuit's younger
stars — Hank Aaron and Willie
Mays.
Final official figures released
Sunday ny the Elias Baseball
Elaseau 'confirmed Musial, of
Doncrra, Pa.,. as the"NL batting
champion with a .351 mark that
was his bnst since 1951. The St.
Louis Cardinals' 37-year old star
batted .5610 in a September spurt
that broke up a five-player battie for the crown and put him
far ahead of Mays' .333 secondplace figure.
Musial's seventh championship
leaves him one short of the
league mark held by Honus
Wagner and his 176 hits raised
his career total to 2,957 — only
43 shy of the 3,000-mark which
has been achieved by only six
players in modern baseball history.
Aaron. Mays Stand Out
But, great as Musial's performance was, it could not comSherrill Marginet
pletely- overshadow the steady
errill Marginet is a 6-0 day-to-day batting exploits of
d from Fort Branch, Indiana
a senior. During the latter
of the '56-57 season Sherrill
ayed the speed and shooting
•
indicated he had regained
(irm. He has worked hard
By UNITED PRESS
his weight down and he
East
have a fine year. His St. Francis (Pa.) 65 Duquesne 64
t weakness at the present St. John's 78 Bridgeport 66
to be his defense and Brandeis 84 Providence 68
hould improve.
South
'56-'57 statistics are:
Davidson 54 Catawba 4 (ot)
A FG Pet FTA rrm
Maryland 71 Kentucky '62
4
98
37
94
69
Citadel 75 William & Mary 60
Texas A&M 71 Memphis St. 68 ,
?St:11ER PF TI' Avg
Tennessee 74 Florida St. 57
7,s,4. 47
61 265 11.5
Alabama 68 Murray St. 61
Vanderbilt 105 VMI 74
Tulane 74 Louisiana Coll. 61 ;
Georgetown 76 Loyola College SI
NI idweet
Kans4s St. 79 Purdue 73
Wichita 89 Detroit 82
Kansas 82 Marquette 82
Northwestern 74 S. Dakota St. 58
Notre Dame 69 Nebraska 56
Cincinnati 80 Temple 57
Misouri 78 North Dakota 40
Bradley 91. Arizona 52
Wisconsin 43 Washington (Mo )33
Southwest
Rice 81 Louisiana St. 56
SMU 66 Hamlmei Minn.) 50
Texas Christian 65 Okla. City 56
West
Montana 64 Idaho 60

Aaron or the all-around skills
Of the ever-amazing Maya.
Aaron, the world champion
Milwaukee Braves' most valuable
player award winner, led in
three important departments —
runs, 118; home runs, 44, and
runs - batted in, 132. His .322
average tied Cincinnati's Frank
Robinson for third and his 369
total bases beat out Mays' total
by three.

1

SPORTS
PARADE

.Mays Extra Base Leader
•
Mays, the 26-year old coiner-fielder of the New York (San.
Francisco) Giants, was the first
player in 2 years to his 20 or
more homers, triples and -doubles
in the same season. Willie, who'll
4cp-lace the Golden Gate as
'Frisco's most spectacular landmark in '58, numbered 35 homers, 20 triples and 26 doubles
among his 195 hits and also
led the circuit with 38 stolen
bases.

By JACK CUDDY
United Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK
—01— Trader
Frank Lane, who "stole" Mitwsie
Minos° from the Cleveland Indians seven years ago, has now
returned the Cuban hustler to
the tribe in a deal that indicates a new Cleveland pattern.
.If there earl be an over-emphasis on pitching, the Indians
had it for several seasons with
-their "big four," but rn Lane's
first trade since he shifted on
The pennant - winning Braves Nov. 12 from general manager
trailed the Cardinals in team of the St Louis
Cardinals to a
batting, .269 to .274, but they similar
post with Cleveland, he
scored the most runs, 772, and
'hinted loudly his desire for a
hit the most homers. 199. The
better balance between pitching
hard-hitting Braves scored 100
and fast, aggressive ploy.
runs more than four other teams
In his first deal, Lane sent
--the Giants, Phillis, Cubs and
Early Wynn, Cleveland's veterPirates.
an right-tender, to the Chicago
Shortstop Dick Groat of the White Sox along with outfielder
Pirates. at .315, and second- Fred Hatfield.
baseman Red Schoendienst of
Fits Bragan's Demands
the Giants and Braves, at .309,
Wynn
is
approationg
38.
were the only other .300 hitters
Moso—la versatile penfonner
in a league which as'eraged .260. who • can ploy well at •aknoat
Schoendienst also led the league arty post in the outfield or inin hits, with 200. for the first' field—is 35. And Minnie is the
time in his career.
type of player most wanted
Richle Ashburn of the Phillies by both Lane and the Indians'
fast and aggressive.
had the most singles, 152; Johnny Bragan —
They hspe MIITONO will be the
Temple of the Refilegs the most
sacrifice bunts, 16, and • Wally spark for a live, hustling club
Moon of the Cardinals the long- that con attract fans to Cleveest batting streak. 24 games land's huge Municipal Stadium
-where 2,600,000 watches:I' garnes
frofti May 5 to May 31.
in 1948—but only 720,000 lest
course,
winning
season.
Of
games also will help attract the
cost°niers.
High School
That's the Lane technique. He
makes deals that boost his clubs
at the turnstiles as well as in
the standings Frank gained the
reputuatiim ..f an astute trader
While 'erring as general manager of the White Sox, from near
the end of 1948 to the close of
1955 And he boosted the Chisox
from a secencledivisron (s
- ushi to
a contender.
Tuesday night
In St. Louis, he moved the
Ca rdi nets rn two years from
New Concord at Lynn Grove
seventh place to second last
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season.
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Hook
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Greenberg was at that post in
this, he would establish himself
early 1951 When Lane of the
as one of Murray State's all-time
Indians in a three-club deal that
greats at center. He has made
sent pitcher 'Lou Bnissie and
great progress during his college
outfielder Paul Ls.nner to the
career, but he has never been
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Indians. Neither
Brissie
nor
satisfied completely with his play.
He should Ix able to continue Murray Knights vs. Feast Con- Lohner set any marshes on fire.
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his basketball career after colBut Istinssio - stocky muss-trHugs The Druggist vs. Possum
lege.
ier and lightrorig fast-beaarne a
Trot at Sharpe
His statistics for '56-57 are:
star afield and did very well at
Hardin at Benton Merchants.
G FGA FG Pct FTA FTN1
88
39 130
Lyon County Merchants vs. May- but -although he is not a long24 393 156
ball Ismer. He played third
field at Milburn
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vs. Prinieton a t base, first base, short sop and
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Local Squad Burns Net For 107 Points To Gain Victory
The Murray Knights overwhelmed Bugg The Druggist,
107-72, last night to clinch another vietory and to remain one
of the two unbeaten teams in
the Atomic Valley League.
The contest, which had been
given pre-game billing by some
as a "test of strength" for the
fast moving Murray squad, certainly didn't weigh the Knights
in the balances and find ,them
wanting. Had the contest been
closer it would not have been
a true test of the great potential
power for the local team again
played without the services of
O'Reardon. Mike, who stands 6-4
is •a standout performer capable
of sweeping, the boards and
burning the netting. O'Reardon
has been sick the past couple of
games.
Benton, the only other, unbeaten team in the league, had
to rally in the second half to
hand Cunningham a five point,
85-80, defeat last night. The
Benton squad may find rough
going ahead, being greatly weaken by the loss of Mason Cope,
who has returned to pro ball.
Murray ' moved into a first
period, 19-11, lead and held
the upper hand the rest of the
way as they swept to victory.
It was their fifth consecutive
win of the season.
The Knights' 6-9 center, Ken
Peterson, led the way for the
victors with a 30-point performance. He was very ably supported by Smikoski with 28
points and Gene Landolt with
21. Landon is the 6-4 playing
coach of the 'big squad. Lynn
Cole, former Western Kentucky
star. led the losers with 26.

night in a clash before the MSCEastern contest.
In Other Games
Mayfield- .Sun-Drop held the
upper hand all the way in beating the Princeton Aatoms, 86-68
and Possum Trot edged past
Feast Construction, 77-75.
Sun-Drop - jumped into a 23-11

*first period lead, against the
Atoms and led all the way.
Bobby ii4j1son and Kenny Mathis
led the. Mayfield scoring with
We
21 points each. Junior Brown
tabbed 18•for the losers.
It took a field goal by Bill
Lampley in the final seconds
of the contest to give PoSsum
Trot its hard-earned win over
a Feast. Construction five. The
Kentucky College
Feast quintet was freezing the
By UNITED PRESS
, Basketball Results
ball for a last shot in the closing
NEW YORK — Frankie Ryff,
seconds and failed to connect
1391
/
2; New York, outpointed
on their last attempt. Possum
by United Press
Frank Ippolito, 1391.2, New York
Trot rebounded and scored on
Sunday
(10).
a fast break fielder by Lampley.
Xavier (Ohio) 74 Bellarmine 58
Peyton collected 28 points to
NOTTINGHAM, Eng. — Percy
Saturday
pace the losing team.
Kentucky 85 Temple 83 (3 (its)
Lewis, 1243
/
4. Oxford. stopped
Louisville 80 Alabama 72
Charie Hill, 125, Scotland (10)
Knight Scoring
Evansville 105 Western 98
Smikoski
.28 (won Briitsh Empire featherc
Tenn. Tech 92 Ky. Wesleyan 81 Peterson__
30 weight championship).
Morehead 78 Ohio Univ. 60
Landolt
21
Hanover 74 Villa Madonna 67
TORONTO — Arthur King,
Mikez .
10
Centre 84 Marysville 74
Bradley
0 150. Toronto, outpointed Yam&
Florida State 84 Murray 60
/
4, Bimini (10).
Doden
2 Bahama, 1523
Berea 86 Southern Baptist 47
Brooks
16
Jacksonville 104 Pikeville 94
SYDNEY, Australia —* Sapo
Last Night's Results
j!daryland State 87 Ky. State 86 Murray Knights . 19 46 '73 107 Trtega, 1343
/
4, Mexico, outpointed
Cumberland J.C. 96 Bluefield 48 Hugg The Druggist 11 27 46 72 Bobby, Sinn, 134, Australia (12).
Union 84 Tusculum 53
Monday
PARIS — Germinal Ballarin,
Possum Trot
22 44 62 77
Maryland 71 Kentucky 62
Feast Construction
/
2, France, outpointed flak)
19 44 63 75 1621
Alabama 68 Murray 61
Scortichini, 162, tIaly (10).
Eastern 82 Villa Madonna 51
Benton Merchants . 18 38 68 85
Georgetown 93 Centre 81
Cunningham ,,
SAN FRANCISCO — Kenne.
17 39 58 80
Ky. Wesleyan 79 Middle Tenn. 69
138, Muskegon, Mich.,
Lane.
Martin Branch (Tenn.) 97
Mayfield Sun-Drop 23 43 59 86 TKO'd Luke Easter, 137, San
Paducah Junior College '73
Princeton Atoms .. 11 29 49 68 Francisco., 18).

.111Gh T
eSiths

Mikez. very effectively guarded Cole for three quarters holding him to 11 points in the
three-stanza period. However, the
Knights held such a tremendout
lead over their rivals that Mikez
relaxed his guard on Cole the
last quarter. It was during this
'period that he collected the
majority of his points.
For some comparison between
Murray and Benton. a qLiick
statistical look -gives this view:
Benton dropped Hugg last week
on their home court by three
points, 92-89. The Knights defeated Hogg by 35 points last
night on the Sharpe floor without one of their regulars. The Knights will meet the
Murray State Frosh Thursday
as the pitaite-tars crowding and
not,-mipts to likcd a portion of
the plate horn the hurler - got
him knocked dOWTI M3TV
but it aka( mode'him difficult
to patch to.
Minnie had a iifettme major
league traittrrag average of .307
at the start of the 1957 season,
during which he hit .309, although he ht only 12 hswne runs
in '57, he drove irs 103 runs.

•

IRISH CRUSH MUSTANGS: 54-T0.21 — Notre Dame's Monty Suckles leaps high in the air to
grab a pass from teammate Bob Williams as Southern Methodist players move in to tackle him
in The second period of the game played at Dallas, Tex. An •alert Notre Dame tram, in their
final game of the season, Intercepted five passes and recovered two Mustang fumbles to compile the biggest score in the history of the series between the two schools.
(International Soundphoto)

7 Letter At Murray State During The Past Season
Freshmen: Corky Carman, fullSophomores: Charles Querterootball Coach Jim Cullivan vin Kaiser, end, Sterling, III.;
s announced that 27 football Gordon Perry, end, St. Peters- moors, tackle, Sturgis; Dick back, Jackson. Tenn., Jimmy
yers lettered last season at burg, Fla., and Jack Morris, Stout, halfback, Murray, and Bill S'hapman, guar d, Covington,
Taylor, center, Evansville. Ind
Tenn., Joe Harden, guard, Starke,
fullback, Flora, Ill
rray State College.
Nine of the lettermen ale
niors, nine are juniors, three
e sophomores, and six are
hmen. Eleven of the players
tered for the first time.
The- ietteernen are---sa-4eflowsr-- Seniors: J. D. Burden, tackle,
iris, Tenn.; Charles Bush, end,
adiz; Bill Nina, tackle. Sturgis;
im Lance, halfback. Evansville,
nd.; Bobby Mason, center. Hum It, Tenn.; Ron n ie Phillips,
uarter,back. Vero Beach, Fla.;
Don SAarks, end, Mayfield; Jere
Still:fling, quarterback, Newbern,
and Calvin Vest, end,
West Paint, Miss.
Juniors: Ronnie Babb, halfback,
ayfield; Cleatus Cagle, guard,
lamo, Tenn.; Ab Davis, guard,
ovington, Tenn.; Carl Feddler,
ackle, Belmar, N. J.; Wade Harpr. quarterback, Cairo. Ga.; Don aim Lance
Bobby Mason
Roast* Phillips.
ohnson, halfbatk. Paducah; Mar-

Fla.; Charles Hina, guard, Slurgis; Leto . Smith. center, Union
City, Tenn., and Bobby Toon,
halfback, Fulton.

The Packard Hawk ...most
distinctive car on the American road.

So high in fashion...So -superb in good taste

New Studebakers and
Packards for 1958
Bread-new and luxuriously styled from
road to roof! That's the brilliant new line
of Studebakers and Packards for '514.
They're high in fashion, low in silhouette
—and they come to you ins large variety!
Each is precisely crafted, beautifully
styled, meticulously engineered for tires
equalled performance plus solid economy
of operation. There's oat to match your
needs and purse.

,titom'etTorts to
den high. Their '

And remember, extra craftsmanship
assures lowest upkeep while you drive—

en, for another
rnsion that just
limit going that
pension system
nri most Of'em
w proven autoyour Car, Come
C:111!t catch up.

highest value when you trade. Before you
buy any car. .44 these new Studehakers
and Packards: the thrifty Scotsman...
the high-spirited Golden Hawk and Silver
Hawk, the handsome Commander and
Champion...the powerful Packard.; . . .
sedans, station wagons, new panoramic
Starlight hardtops.
These are new cars, great ears, styled
and engineered to perfection. Visit your
Studebaker-Packard dealer for a guest'
drive ... Todayi

Studebaker-Packard
CORPORATION

JRRAY, KY.

MIDWAY MOTORS
\\N,
CaIvin

Jere Stripling

Hiway 641 So.

Murray, Kysi

01957 SIudebeke• PnrLa,d
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was
. (Marline) Taokett's coreage
of red carnations.

Local Couple Observes Fiftieth
Wedding Anniversary On Sunday

Church Circe.Has
Family Dinner

Miss Diane Erwin and Mrs.
The members of the Hazel
Miller served the refreshJerry
covered
was
book
The
On December 8, 1907 Mr. the table.
- tiered wedding Mothedist Church's Young Womfour
A
ments.
To
net.
gold
and
Jasper Robert (Bob) Jones, son with gold satin
Large sized en's Circle met recently at the
of gok1 satin cake topped with a
of the late Marion and Peruke one side was a bow
was placed at church for a tansily get-together.
groom
and
bride
streamers.
of
Beauton Hart was in
MM.
Jones and Nettie (Nell) Mavis win a multitude
and golden
through- one end of the table
Erwin, daughter of the late Gold glitter was used
other. Yel- charge of the pregrarn. Mrs.
the
at
punch
colored
a
was
top
Thomas and Betty Erwin, were out the book. On
assihews were Carol West, president ofa
flanked low owes and
Telephone 1685
engrav- circle, presided at t Is e
joined in holy matrimony by large 50, 2 gold bells,
napkins
arxi
served
also
ribbons and
used. business meeting. Plans were
Bro. J. D. Outland. Mies Maggie teeth golden leaees,
were
Nell"
and
"Bob
ed
were aErwin (Mrs. lean Guthries Jite- la-ilk. Two love birds
was of made for the Cheikamise party
centerpiece
table
The
also. Inside
18 at the
tel and Mr. Ivan Guthrie were ffixed to the top
yellow unt wins and large mans to be heid December
were family pictures, miniture
their attendants.
in the parsonage. Mrs. Carulyn Dicker5-0
numerals
the
with
and ehinestores.
On December 8, 1957 Mr. and wedding .belin
arrangement. On son will act as' heater* and Mrs.
was done center of the
wi.l have dibble
Mrs. Jona celebrated their The entere scribing
either side of the flowers were Dot Provine
the
told
book
Ysing
This
Martin
ink.
gold
Mrs.
Mr. and
Anniversary. in
Wedding
of the Scotts Grove Golden
golden tapers in golden holders. 4 the Prolit'imWMS
The
married
wonderful
announce
fifty
One.
of
of Murray. Route
meet at the Baptist Student Church met at the home of Mn. Open house -wee held at the story
Even the maritle was flanked
Tuesday. December 10
some sadness, much joy.
the marriage of their daughter,
CellbfASIF far a eupper-Chrionase Terry Lawrence recently for a Murray Women's Club House. years,
golden leaves and a large
with
433
Chapter
three
born
Star
were
s'efir
union
To this
—the Murray
Brenda, le Waburn Wyatt,
Over 100 frieladis and relatives
part) at 6:30 in the es ening.
supper.
luck
pot
Christmas
Earland
R.
of
matireAna or gold and white was
OES IV* Wee ill
••• •
of Mr. and Mrs. Will WyaU,
the hours of 2 children, Ckiftion, J.
The program, **For God So called between
Mrs. Jones have
and
Mr.
me,
prograllit st 729 kt the ifsLasuruc
Knicsey.
Woodmen
florae
the center to further carry
and
3.
in
The Supreme
Loved," was presented by Mesthree
grandchildren and
six
The double ring cereMOn1r war Mat.—
Circle will have then banquet- dames Vernon Cotieson, Buddy
- lbs.—Christmas season and
c**
•
•
•
•
The club house had been great-grandchildren.
performed in the home Lg Rev.
party at the Woman's McNutt, Cross Spann. Billy Hurt,
Chnstireas
the color scheme of a
aocented
The Morning Circle of the C.itib House at 6:30 in the evenpreviously decorated in accordD. L. Hill in Cse-inith,
May all the golden memories
Gargus and Toy Bowlen.
golden wocidung anniversary.
Christmas
corning
WSCS of the First Methodist ing.' The banquet will be $1 Paul
the
with
ance
Sunday, November 24.
The years have brought to you
During the bueinets meeting,
wore Churcho will meet at 9:30 am.
of the club
the ample
Attend/7w
per plate arid each person at- the group decided to send a box season by the ladies
Combine to make this happy day
Mr. and Mrs. Jones left MonKyle,
Verne
Mrs.
of
have
home
and
to
Smith
it
the
seemed
but
a:
Jean
Miss Norma
is asked to bring a 50e of clothing to the Pine Crest house
-true.
tending
dream-come
golden
A
day to return to Oklahoma with
118 North 14th Street.
been done especially for this
Jerry Falwell.
gift. &servants* may be called Quicken's home at Morehead.
•
•
•
•
gold
were
the
overlaid
of
their children for the hokdars.
occasion because
, teleThe gift table was
The bride and groom
to Mrs. Nanny Mearry,
Present at the meeting were
Five WbILT circles of the Flrat
scheme used with a gold cloth and centered
color
white
and
graduated from Kirksey H g
1048.
McNutt,
n,
phone
Mesdames Ilitfirt.,(Nitioo
••••
the class ef 1967. They Haptet Church wall meet at 2:30
throughout. Huge white candles with an arrangement of a large
School
Spann, Geitgus, Bowlen, E. E.
I will
bell, topped
18
wedding
will make their home in Port in the afterrexin. Circle
December
Wednesday,
Betel Trite with gold streaming down the golden
Hubbs,
Cletus
Co/ke,
Johnston;
lianaca. Texas. where Mr. Wyatt meet with Mrs. E. D.
sides were ataced on either side with gold lace and ribbons, anal
Azeta Department of the Bennie Somino.. ienn
The
circle U with Mrs. Pat Hackett;
ernplocci.
surrounded with eight analler
Weerian's Club will sponsor their Brownie Armstreng. Terry Law- of the entrance:
Circle 111 with Mrs. Fred GingThe guests were registered by
Love birds were on side
Christmas par- rence, and Ada Spann.
child:len%
annual
Circle IV • with Mrs. N. S.
Mrs. Rob Erwin. The reception of the large bell. The gifts were
Members are
•
p.m.
•
•
4:00
•
a:
ty
Hwy, and Circle V will meet at
table held a decoration of gold opened for viewing.
asked to call 291 on or before
the Mon.
Pkoste (33
When recovering the ironing angels, balk; and leaves. A beauDecember 13 to give number
• • .„ •
Corner at 4th & Main
Mrs. Jones and Mrs. J. R.
of children briniong. ii.stesses board, place a sheet of alum- tiful hand made remesnbrrwe Jones each wore corsages of
Chamber
Junior
11
Murray
The
Wednesday. December
many lovely
few the meeting are Mesdames wan foil wider the cover. ft will book, one of the
golden porn-pan a. Mrs. Fred
of Commerce will hoki its an.:
The West Hazel Homemakers
and useful gifts, was also on
Hon.,.L. K. Pinkley, hold the heat.
Lacy
J.
Saturday
dance.
at
mad Christine
Club eoll meet at the home
Tom
Wallis:
Lewis C. Ryan, Pat
night. December 14 at 9 p.m. at Mrs. Kisha Jones for the ChristRowlett, and Miss Miadelaintle
the American Legion HalL
mas par y.
Lamb.
•• • •
Music will be furnished by a
combe. featunng Nancy Adams,
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Murray Seate College student meet at the home qs Mrs. Lawand guest anger on the Arthur rence G Jacob, 706 Elm Street,
Godfrey :elevzsron %how.
at 230 in the afternoon.
• • ••
•
.
"Higher Eciucation and StuThe Wesleyan Circle of the
Fusit Methodist Church will meet dent Work" was prrsented by
at the social hall at 630 in the Mrs Homer Charlion as the
everang for a pot luck supper. prxgram for the Martins Chapel
Each number is asked to bring WSCS at. the meeting Tuesday
eversina at the church.
a "white elephant." gift.
•• ••
Other numthers participating
The Business Guild. oL-1.11 e in the program were lenclames
CWF. Firv. Crautian Churen: Wildie Eflu,. Louis Joiner, Verwill meet at the home of Mrs. non Roberts and Coltfion Harrell.
The president, Mn. Harrell,
Maurice Crass, 500 North 7th
at the business meetStreet at 7:30 O'clock in the presided .
Mrs trig.
are
Hostesses
evening.
A going away gift was preGeorge Hart and Mrs. Crass.
sented to Mrs. Elks, who is
• • ••
loai ins for W.,:hington State to
• Thursday, December 12
make her home.
School
Sunday
The Dorms
Refreehnienas were served to
Churett
Class of the First Bapcilit
the eleven members and one
dinCLEAN UNE MODERN STYLING:
will meet for its Clirishias
visa:A.1r lArt.wcti:..
••••
ner at 6:30 p.m. in the basement
No frills. No fins. No fads.
of the Worran's Club House.
There will be a Way cent. gib
The Big M is as clean and
exchange. Groups III and IV
with Mrs. Charles Caldwell and
a skyscraper—
straight
Mts. G. W. Faughn will be in
II—
The Town and0Leintry Homea bridge—the newest designs(
charge.
Thunickay
met
Club
The Maryanne Club wig meet makers
6
'',',
to
styled
And
fields.
all
in
Ler as CI:racing* party. at the evening a: 7:00 at the apartmerr.
the
fur
Reagan
Mrs.
Johnny
of
2:30
at
Wells
mcne of Mrs. 0. C.
stay in fashion. Now more
in he afternoon. All members December mee:ing.
,
by
presinted
devotional
than ever, The Big M sets
_
A
_
arc urged to-attend.
••••
Mrs. A. G. Wilson opened *Mei
•
the automotive trend.
The Stitch and Chatter Club pnaeram. The roil call w as.
Shown—Th• Mentors,' Phaeton Sedan.
will have its Christmas!party at arzwered by each member di:7:30 an the evening at ihe tome acribing the m.'a. unforgettabie
CIhratitznas be had ever experiof Mrs. 'August Wlii"Ja•
CLEAN LINE MODERN STYLING
••••
enced.
Mrs.
Jarnee
business.
Murthe
After
:to_
.f
The Faculty Club
ray Independent Seth. ois will Brown, with the assistance .f
Meet at the Austin Building at Mrs. Harold Hopper and Mrs.
Johainy Reagan, served t h e
620 p.m.
•• ••
C'hrisanas dinner. Instructions
The Cheely Corner Derma an caneng meat were included
Clamwill meet at the church and were followed by a lesson
at sever. in the evening for a on -Entertaonng Friends" cur,ducted by Mrs. Brown.
pot luck suer
• • ••
A highlight of the evening
The Wilting Workers Cam of was Mrs. A .G. Wrion's review
the _ Me-mina: Baptist Church of Jean Bowie Shors "After
Mil meet at the rime of Mrs. You, Mara, Poki." The members
Lee Mille, Orchard Heights, Jur were reminded of the reading
Cluestmas party at 7 pin.
goal, each to read ax .boeks
•• ••
footwear
&ring the club year, with the
BIG NEW COOL-POWER V-8 ENGINES—
The Ann Haat-eine Cara 4 ritmiber to include one book in
UP TO 360 HORSEPOWER—
the Merest-ail Bateor. Church religion. one on travel, and One
wall me.... with Mrs. C J Brad- biography.
cut heat and friction to boost
During the social period, Mrs.
ley at six o'clock in the L". unme
party.
Christmas.
an
led
annual
the
greup
Wilson
fur the
Stub
miles per gallon. Yet you
••••
charades, then stmt.-nosed t h e
get the best power to weight
Friday, December 13
exchange of gifts.
Circles I. II. and III f this
The Town and Country Homeratio in the field. For example,
FS'S: M if.11 AU: Church makers Club nag enrolled twenWSCS
meet together at 2110 in
_ asuve members: Mesdames
80.59 hp per 1000 lbs.
--BuA -Arnv
James
the social hall of the- cburch.
• • 5 •
the Park Lane Sedan.
itrur Buchanan, Max Cook, R.
'H. Dibble, Robert Hopkins, liarSaturday, December 14
The Go:den Circle Crass of gild Hopper, Tap Miller, Crassly
HatiruA—Cliarrn--will Parker,..13111 Pugut..Joimay Reat•e
gan, Pat Roadand, Allen RusCoble. 1.•w ••
sell, Vernon Shown. Edward
14.e.4' Pire aerved
Shrum:, J. R. Smith, Saul Spacetoes (dared seaslodeetost.
ash
/and, Boa Trees:tun. Stub WilWar Cara Paw «ail
•
an and A. G. Wilson.
The next meeting will te
beat January 2 at the borne of
Mae Betty skawk,
James Brown i** 7:00 pin.
of Doneld Gravette. was hohor- Mrs.
• s
•
ed Saturday aftern•Fin. December 7 with a too shower from .
two until four o'clock at the

Weddings

WOMEN'S PAGE

Club News

Locals

Activitiea

Lochie Landolt, Editor

SOCIAL CALENDAR

oung•TV yatt
Marriage Told

Scotts Grove
Groto Meets For
Potluck Supper

THREE GOOD
All are differs.
sell. Phone 16:
FRESH FISH.
mile on Cold's
1067-11. Open
491c days, all
52 Model mod
Can be seen
Mayfield on h
days or 3092

CROSS
.c.osi

SCOTT DRUG.1S-Ca.
Tr

1—Dlatritt
Germany
6-Trinket
9-The urial
12-Ritn
13-Old prepo
14-Writing
lmplemen
16-More terni
11-Indennitai
4artlels,
111-Rmlant
If-Direction
21-Undergarments
23-Spfush
37-Prunnua
24- -Got up
29ilt off
Si- Veaken
34-Behold!
36-Ecrentric
A state la
Scottish ci

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIA4

Jaycees Plan
Dance Dec. 14

•

• ••
Higher Education
Studies it if'SCS
Martin's Chapel
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Bride Elect
Honored .11 Tea
Shower Saturday

.Freeo

Airs. Goldia Curd
'Elected National
ommitteewoman

hurtleCotham c
Ifrystesses . were 555.
daughter. Nancy.
arid
McKee! Curd,
Codas
p.jq
a a s decorated ". Mrs
Trtc
to the.
Kentucky
tr7m
delegatt
Chrimas
the
for
thr.ugheirt
of the Suseason Punch and tiro: cakes in Nistagesil Cinventior,
Circle,
Christnrias celort, aerc served t,i pro.rrei.i Fortee tir,o,4TD4g1
the forty guer..... • presiding at was elected National -CommitActivities,
the punch bowl Was 'Mits. Jackie - tec-w•hian on Lodge
Miller. 'Prini•eton. sister of MIse at the meetirig held in Washing:
iek. CrherF assisting in gip- toil, D. C., November 18-22.
Caf4 P5.-1.1. 7
Mrs.i Curd was also to serve
ing .were Miss.-Lydia Hall and
.
ag,
L
as prA-nclerit of the State Man•
Kits Glade Veughn":
at 5
iwerei sitters 1Qub. Following the conGifo sent by the
and
ISIS 4 111$1.1 5 104
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chaplayed on a table in •' Irv. vent
; Mrs. Harry Shoe and daugiter,
ing DAM.
.1., and
Miss Blalock, daughter t Mr.! Doane. in Center, N.
lalock will friends in Milburn, N. J. before
I end Mrs. P. N.
wed Mr, Gravotte Sunday, DV.- Orfuling twene. Mts. Curd seem
cember 22 at 4:00 p.m. -in the three days 5-ighltbeeln8 an New
York City.'
INAV-AairoisFro.;•el. Firs. Baptist Church.
i ‘
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RYAN S

MORE

PER DO

No other car gives you as much for your money
Not only does the'1958 Big M give you more than
any car in its own field—you can actually own a
1958 Big M for less than many models in the
so-called "low-priced" field! Come in and see
for yourself—right nqw!

THE BIG MI
MEANS THE -IVIOIT
FOR YOUR MONEY

WILSON MERCURY SALES
51$ So. 12th S.

Phone 730

Murray, Ki•lackY.
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Cirde,Has
Dinner
ibers of the Hazel
hurch's Yearag Wornmet recently at the
k Swab Iffit-tollether.
aaton Hart was in
the program. Mrs.
L prellatalit ofa
tried at the
iefeang. Plihne
were
the Clartaltittlas party
December 18 at the
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oe ore

word fee ems day

minimum of 17 words for SO* — Is pm
word for throe days. Ciam/flod aila are payable
la adviusee.
LOOK! Ten Akira storm winwith Alum screen and one 1
&Dor, $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. N., dawn
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
Main Street. Ph. 1303.
D17C

FOR SALE
1 dows
THREE GOOD HEATING Stoves
All are different size. Priced ti
sell. Phone 1650-M.
DIINC
FRESH FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
mile on Ouldnvater Road. Phone
10674d. Open from noon during
vdtk days, all day Sat.
J1C

BOY'S black ahue skates. Good
as new. $5. Call Jimmy Smith
at 177-..
DlOP

;wort.%
vice - EVAPP44
with OCF011
rivvitZ lialdie• —
+I. 401 86. PIP

Secretary. Simerione tilde-a-way
bed and a eonaole with 4 chairs.
All in excellent condition. Phone
79.
Dlle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE,
ACROSS

1110

IGco
ciAosis".

ii

1-District In
Germany
S-Trinket
9-The oral
12-Rim
13-Old preposition
14-Writing
implenient
15-More temperatir
17-Indefinite
article
18-Rotient
19-Direction
21-Undergarments
23-Splash
27-Pronoun
24- -Got up
29--Ciit off
31-Weaken
34- itehold!
35-Fccentrie
511-A state tahhr.1
U-Scottish cap

PIK** j
33
.
11W

V.st.rb.taly.
•

mine
42—Aocowted
4—Prefix not

4'.- Prophesies
41 --More sagacious
51-Want
52- Abst reet being
:13-PahvIonlan
deity
55-Prepared toe
print
59-11orn
6n-Ory
64-Ripped
13- Spread for
drying
541-Kwordsman's
dummystagies
415-Observed

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

tZ1t4 Men' P A
IUD• 1EIC113 C0121
NUNN I T ocrydigi
CAPE
P
L I
E

UN

I71fLIElikL1
W41212141,-J
:1
21:111 aLli.1 • 0 !AA
7
,
33 !-.173(4D

DOWN
wine
1-Bustle
3-Bros gene be

11111111
MEM
AMIE NMI MINI
d111111ffilllY11111
WNW 11111111111111

• GM

go
E,_-Explude
6- Printer's
measure
7-Intionesian
4—Let

tribesman

11 -Puts on, as
clothes
t—Sbara

144 acre farm with one five
room house and one two room
house, large tobacco barn with
4-acre tobacco base, stock barn,
chicken house, tractor shed and
other out buildings, 7-acre corn
base, 3-acre wheat base, one
mile off bra& top road on school
bus and mail route. Year round
water with good creek bottom
land.

SINGER Sewing Machine sates
and service on all makes.
mile on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
Hall, phone 934-4.
1314C
WE WANT to hire some help.
Boys 10-14, honest, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, phone
1659-J. Jimmie
Williams, phone 1103 or call 55.
TIP

LOST & FOUND

1

LOST: Gel's blue and white
Schwin bicycle. If found please
call Joan Green. Phone 1793 $5
reward.
D12P

FOR RENT
We have several places with
&rails on them that owners will NICE 3 bedi,..tri h.itne. garage
transfer. We are also able to alad
AVailable at
secure new FHA or GI loans °tee. Sue T. G. Shelton,
1609
for you. For all of your real Ryan.
D12P
estate needs, come to Baucum
Real Estate first, call 48 or 1447
Hoyt Roberts or 453 Bill Hall.
D 10C

riERVICES OFFERED

KILLS 23 AFRICANS

NAIROBI, Kenya 95 =Raiding
Merille
tribe-smen
leilled
23
peaceful herdsmen last week in
a sudden outbreak
of tribal
warfare on Kenya's plains, it
was
disclosed
bodray.
sources said the Merilles swoop=
Cub Pack 90 held its regular ad across the tribal 'boundary,
metring November 29 at the shot their way into a segment
of Turkana territory with ougMurray Tnaining School.
Den displays of winter gard- nvoded Austrian and Italian riens and floral designs made by bose, attacked three villages and
the Cubs Haa,e evidence of cun- killed 23 men before withdrawning
worlunariShip, time
and ing. It was the third such atpatience of both the Cubs and tack an four weeks, they said.
„their Den mothers.
Each den was presented a den
flag by Ontenaster Rowan along
with award ribbons for past
perfirmances.
tel"
Cubs receiving Bob Cat badges
were:
William
Dodson,
Don
Nanney, Jerry Lassister, Stevie
Robertson, Darwin Weatherford,
You Can Have
Al Parker, Larry Wilson, Wallace Russell, Jerry Owens, Billy
Ray
Housden, Charles David
Terliune, Billy Barisal, Tony
Washer and Mike Morris.
Cubs
receiving
Wulf
In Your
Gold
Arrows were: Mike Mc-Raney,
Ronnie Owens and EdcLe West.
Forro trwar..tion
M:ke
McRarrey
received
a
Wotf._ Silver Arraw,
Danny Bazzell received a Bear
Gold arrow and Silver arrow.
Cuts receiving Lion Badges
were: Llranny
Hatcher. Stevie
Gordon, Danny Bezzell, Darwtn
Weatherford, and Jerry Lassist105 N. 6th 85.
er.
Murray, Ky,
Ph. 1177
Lions receiving bath Gold and
A 111y1.1.. St
W•sllens Remissly Gaa Oa.
Silver arrows were: Danny
Hatcher and Stevie Gcadon.
The next Pack meeting will
be December 0, at 7:00 p.m.

Five Day Forecast'

FYVING HIGH
CHIC-Ate le -William Sallee, 34, a private pilot who nearKENTUCKY - Temperatures er has flown above 12.000 feet,
for the five day period, Tuesday advertised Friday that he wants
through Saturday, will average 2 to go up in the first manned
to 4 degrees below the State satellite "so, I oan improve my
normal of 38 degrees. Warmer altitude record."
Tuesday, colder Wednesday and
Thuraday, a little warmer Fri- Saturday. Little
if any precipiday but turning colder again tation for the
period.

I *ENDS TONITE*

KIM NOVAK
JEFF CHANDLER in
"JEANNE EAGELS"

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

es)

FRENCH EVACUATE BASES
DEAD
STOCK
removed
free.
Radio dispatched trucks.. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
TUNIS. Tuniaia RI -President
days a week. Call Isms distance
little foreign cars too cramped f
Habib Bourguiba said today that
One
of
Murray,
Kentucky's collect. Mayfield 433, Union City
Frehch troops had
peacefull
y
largest
stores
is
going out of IIN.
25
It's the smartest gift you can give, a new
evacuated several military posts
business and will put up for
jet-stream-styled Rambler. Most practical,
32 32,
ai
.30 ty
'
in southern Tunisia. He said the
auclioa Monday nigast, DecemDO ironing in my home.
move would "reinforce confid1
too-first in economy,first in trade-in value.
:7
„/...:,,
, s
5..
ber 16 at 7:00 p.m. a.111 of tele Siatisilactson
02 piit
g'sinarstecd. Phone
ence between our tea, c, 'wattle:a".
Roomy! Easiest to handle! See it now.
A
fixtures.
Clean
1913,
and
modem.
D1OP
(
2
NI!
4
'
ro
.3
Bourguiba, vAio has been presSortable for Mug any type store.
sing for wsthdrawal of France's
..• .05 ,
/la ft, leWelre, 1tardware, auto,
20.000 troops from Tundra. dad
.
dry goods, grocery. /Oaf, cash
the French had evacuated bases
register,. addira; mach:n.2, water
at Medenine, Foum
If
Ss
Taitemne,
cooler ,two ceihr.g fans, filing
Tozeur, Douz and Ben &arcane.
eabinests, aerates, two glass show
cases, ellid dozens of wall, floor
and center fixtures. N. B. Allis
AND
Tbe Lynn Grove FHA chapter
Co., East Main St., Murray, Ky.
met Wednesday December 4 in
SURGICAL
DISC the study hall. There were
50
HOSPITAL
girls present. The freshman girls
gave a skit on parliamentary
ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
procedure.
The sophomore stria gave a
Phone 1867-W
Christmas program. Judy Mc•
•
Neely and Janice Cook led the
o 1167 by IrJlaabeth &Item Reprinted by permission of the novel's publisher,
liaropoa
American
Got
Clot
n
group in some relaters. ReILM. Mead a CO. Distributed by King Features Syndicate,
'"'"" small car economy,
big car room
Zreshments were served and the
1604 Calloway
handling ease
and comfort
Americas Motors Moons More For Americans
meeting adjourned.
Local Repreaentative
Lynn Grove
Business Men's Assn. Co.
His eyes lifted ewiftly
FHA Reporter
y Vaughan and Itocialle Gibson ment and need not nave driver.:
young inteins at :Midi.. 5 hos. but, of course, a pedestrian .
to her tare, then tlropped again
I 11. St Louis There is • rumor
Finally. it was his familiar tall to watch her fingers,
NANCY
I Tracy is going to marry Dr 611—by 1,
-,1-r;tio
ei Laren Seal°, Resident at the figure that pushed through the
Tracy's eyes widened, and her
Wel. Michael tells Tracy of his doors and came into the lighted smile faded. Somethin
g like •
app, flew marriage and asks her lounge,
his
dark
eyes
searching
shiver trembled the tam shift it
be his write Sae socept•
Mixhsel tieroinee pedistrii Ian in the the big room for Tracy. Every her fell sleeves, and she clasped
ices of Dr O'Connell eminent au other date had left - only
a.
IT HAS VITAMINS
halfher'
hands tightly together What
only on allergies 11Iso in the ofes are Dr Froward Nisbet and Dr dozen assorted people were scat- was Michael going to seer's,
hale Rogers Tracy is to he assist. tered about the place. Tracy
She wished he would not say
nt Resident it Children • The am- wished
she nad not dreamed up.
his "things." She knew that she
anita Michael whose parents are
ealthy rents an expensive apartBut hia praise and admtraUon was not going to like
It
ment.
She did not.
L3r Rogers and nor wife give • were instant. He interspersed his
poi-wedding party fur the couple, and words •bout the way she looked
"Since." speaking slowly when
there they meet Mrs Carol Rainey with contrition for being late.
He he resumed, -we have gone this
• oeigutiful blonde who monopolizes
Michael Mrs. Rainey Is • widow didn't say exactly what had de- far on that haat* of honesty, I
With two small children. The next layed him.
would like to think that we could
day Mrs. Rainey calls st Michael's
"But let's get going now!" be so continue!"
odor
Michael forgets that he and
said urgently. "I'm hollow to the
Trim, ate to go for their marriage
He paused for a second, but sbc
Ii enm that afterzoon and is furious Core. And
it is late!"
made no sound. She could feel the
when Tracy Interrupts to insist that
He had left his car at the door, stiff lines of her
he keep die appointment_ Or the way
facial muscles,
hark from the license bureau,
and he started It off with a the rigidity of
ner limbs. But
ha.- breaks their dinner date to
whoosh, then turned into the this reaction was
Mrs Rainey and her children.nett
terrible! He'd
• park. Tracy
jealous Tea,' returns to duty.
glanced at him.
really said nothing"I'm really going to feed you!"
-1 ant assuming, too," he eonhe announced. "Steak!"
14. 4./
CHAPTER 7
r•
•••••••
Unued, without looking at her,
NY GIRL going off duty after
"Michael!"
•
"that you want Inc to be honest
„
"Don't you like steak?"
thirty-six hours could claim
with you. So I think 1 Is only
to be tired. Even the men docOf course she liked steak, but fair to tell you
that perhaps 1 am
ABBIE ea' SLATS
tors were so pnvileged, and Mi- she would have settled for cheese- not ready to marry,
and make a
by Raebura Van Buren
chael had often gone the course. burgers. There were three restau- go of It."
lits face set into stubSo when he pboned to Tracy on rant!' of graduated opulence, but born lines, as If prepared
to meet
YOU WOULDN'T KID ME,
Wednesday evening it was with strok---in any of themher protest "As things stand
WOULD YOU, BUSTER' NO I
SO YOU SEE, MSS DAWN
He didn't choose the most ex- now," he went
THE ONLY WAY WE CAN
an apology on his lips "I know
on swiftly. "I am
DIDN'T THINK SO- HERE,
WASN'T ACTUALLY AT THE
pensii!e. But even so- "We could sure I'll make
you're heat . . "
MAKE SURE THAT THE GIRL
a poor husband,
" REPEAT WHAT YOU AIST
STUDIO -IT WAS A FILMED
IN THAT ROOM f5 A PHONY
-It's not anything a good have put half of this check into and-well -I think you have a
our rug fund," Tracy finally re- right to face
INTERVIEW; WE
SAID, WILL YOU, PAL
n ght's sleep won't cure."
MORBIDA DAWN 15 t PHD*
that face."
buked him. "Michael, you know
ANNOUNCED
Wlitst coal Pie saying? Titcy
THE TV STUDIO/.
"Could yaw Manage dinner with
At
you don't have to splurge on dates cossidn't--114, couldn't
THAT FACT,
a
Ii
. Her icy
me?" -with me!"
•
MADAM;
hands clutched at the leather seat
"Oh, Michael ..,"
"Suppose you eat, and let me cushion, and her
shouhriers pressed
71: ..•1
She stifled a yawn, which he worry , about the check. Hm- against the hark
of the seat: her
detected.
know you're tired," mmn ?"
eyes darted about the room: the
fj
he said again.
He was nervous, and not too knotholes in the
boards across
-Well, It was thirty-six hours. much like the Michael she knew. from her made
almost a 'see patWe had two emergency admis- He even talked a little shop, • tern, a mocking
fare that said.
sions during the night."
little hospital gossip. He men- "O000h!" Tracy
thought that she
"I should tell you to go straight tioned his parents' arrival the surety would
faint,,.
to bed. But with the folks com- next day and his arrangements
A n g ul shed, bewildered, she
ing in tomorrow
for them.
struggled for something firm on
"Yes, of course. But give me ft
Tracy wax hungry, and the which to hold.
Why, she aske4,
-fall hour, will you
meal he had ordered was,delici- why did Michael do
this to her'
She took a leleurely bath and ous. "Do you want to go some- Where had she fatted?
She leaned
dressed with care, deciding to where an?i dance?" be asked.
toward him and put that question
"Couldn't we just Itneer here?" into words,
wear one of the frocks from her
LIL' ABNER
trousseau. She hadn't bought a
"Yea-Are you comfortable?"
fie seemed relieved to have her
by Al Capp
"Very." She smiled at the man speak. "You've failed
lot of clothes, for all mirth of
nowhere,
THAR'S A SALE ON
Eal/a/at/H/1_
reasons, most of them having to across from her. "Tm sorry
//V Ta/' /1/fOrLL
Tracy. You're a wonderful girl.
do with money. She had gone to acted thrifty over the cheek." she It's only. as 1 say, this
MOUSE-DAMAGED
SEND ALL TN`RED DRESSES WE'VE
is a time
M BORED,BIG
school on an Insiiranee policy said softly, "The steak was deli- to stop and be honest
We. CAN'T 1-?r,v,
HAIR- RIBBONS AT
with one
GOT?AN'A SIZE I 2 GIRL TO
SIAN
cious."
taken out by her father In her
ISLOLJSE. I
eAlr4
another. Since there is the slightBE IN' SEEN,
MADAME * MODEL'EM
He nodded and lit a fresh est doubt in our mind.e -"
Infancy: she had Just scraped by
THINK I'LL GO OUT
P.F
DOLL!! HAVE
last year on an intern's pay, and rig:amt. "I have some things to
CORNPONE'S"Your mind."
AND BUY SOME RED
'EM
thin year's resident-pay would not say." he announced.
SENT
"All right, in my mind. I felt
About money and putting up a maybe we should wait
offer much. But she had a few
DRESSES.
OVERifuntil that
pretty things, and this blue-flow- front, Tracy thought. She well doubt is cleared up, until
we
knew that their ideas differed on know .. ,"
ered Swiss was one of them.
• • •
that point, but it was a differYea, Michael's side was there to
Michael Was a few minutes ence which could he resolved. So be considered, but he had already
late, which began to worry Tracy. she smiled at him, and waited. acted upon the results
of his
She was as hungry ax a bear,
Ile held his cigaret In his left thinking: he said he wanted the
Rod apt to go to sleep If she sat hand and smoothed the finger- wedding pastponed.
down. She parr(' the lounge for tips of the other around the edge
Now he Was waiting for Thai v
ten minutes and knew that she of his coffee saucer. "Our friend- to make the next moue,
which
A annoyed. After another five ship first began. Tracy," he said was here to make,
and thereby
minutes. she wondered if some- thoughtfully, "anti has carried on create, or prevent. disaster.
So
thing could have happened to M1 to miieh more than frienriehip, nn let her think --carefully.
chaeL He was living in the apart- • basis of honesty. . Do you
(To be continued)
•

•
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Ecta 3669fr
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NOTICE

1956 BUICJC Special. two dried' Christmas cage eggs. Mrs. Harry
hard top. Low
mileage. Like Shekell, across from Lake Stop
new. Call 582 or see Loyd Grocery. Fresh eggs at all times.
Worlarna n.
Dl 1C
D1OC

Nice two apartment brick house
only two years old. Each apartment completely seperate. Each
apartment has two bedrooms,
52 Model maxiern note trailer.
living room, kitchen, bath room,
Can be seen 2 matte east of SHETLAND Pony. Ideal
Christ- car port with utility or storage
Mayfield on Hwy. 80. Dail 121 mas present. Gentle for
child in rear. Ideal for use as income
days or 3092 alights, Maythebd.
of any age. Thomas Banks. Call investment.
DlOC 44 or 490.
D1ZP

.

Cub Pack 90
Holds Meeting
Recently

PAGE FIVE
RAID

:1 —Emanate

14-Dilaers
20-Brother of
Peleus
22-Chinese mile
111-Se. onisli
24-Malay canoe
25--The poor
Indian"
26-firea y
30-Marked will
boles
22-Imitated
33-Coshions
St-Knock
37-Attributes to
author
40-OverIttoked
43-Preposition
45-Pronoun
47-Musical
instruments
48-Departed
poisCin
56-Harvest
54- Bakst
43-Pettal digit
57-Refor•
54- lair
51-Prefis: not

AUCTION SALE

OWE THE FAMILY
A RAMBLER
FOR CHRISTMAS

wn.a.,

Lynn Grove
FHA

'
The Doctor s Husban

INSURANCE
H. R. SCOTT

Getthe Best
Both
a of

Go Rambler!

WILSON MERCURY - RAMBLER - 515 S. 12th St.

legal.

I'LL GivE NANCY
ALPHABET SOUP
FOR
LUNCH

weft

tot
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OH, BOY-- THIS
SOUP SURE
MUST BE
HEALTHFUL--
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appeared. That oil must have 500 holes.
Bought Gun, Couldn't Shoot
been peppermint flavored.
The actress climbed down from
"A few weeks later I woke
,toot and into the attic where
III.
to hear•—botoibie--pounctmai
- • _VP
mob 'shafts of light from the holes
sondded
- *Man.
7To break made a pleasant Polka dot paior process servers tryiril
the thought of
down the doors. Looked all over 1 could't bear
"I bought a pellet gun, but
the house before I spotted two
dozen woodpeckers drilling away tern,
shooting the darned birds. I
on the roof.
considered a scarecrow, but the
open
"Since then it's beerl
neighbors think I'd lost my
warfare."
mind.
By VERNON SCOTT
Esther called her insurance
United Press Hollywood Writer company, but got t h e horse ."I read a book on woodpeckers. I learned they store
HOLLYWOOD 11,1 — Est her laugh.
-They said woodpecker damage more acrons than they can 'eat.
Williams hollered for help today
her house is being splintured , was an act of God and I couldn't After a while the acorns attract
f by woodpeckers and she can't !collect on my policy. Each hole mice, jays and chipmunks. That's
came under my OD deductable all I need"
[du anything to stop them.
A leaky roof and constant
The swim star, clad in skin- 'clause — which meant I'd have
tight bullfighter pants, climbed to -pay that much for each of drumming noises aren't the only
•
atop the roof of her ranch,-- style
canyon home to survey t he
wreckage. Shingles were scattered helter skelter, holes the size
of silver dollars were. punched
through to the attic, and acorns
were wedged into every cranny.
"It begin when a man, who
had been oiling- roofs---in • the
neighborhood, offered, to 'fix our
roof for half price," Esther explained unhappily.
Peppermint Flavored Oil
, "So he spread some evil smelling stuff all over the place.
collected his money and dis-

Woodpeckers
Ruin Roof
_ Of Swim Star

Is
New Craze
In Fashions
MUUMUU

S.

By GAY PAULEY
United Press Women's Editor
NEW YORK IP -- Well, men.
you thought the chemise robbed
us females pf curves. Wait'll
you see os in a muu-muu! •
Ij's even-, baggier, but that
•
__doesn't_ slaw .its progress into
•
- '•our 'iyarttrnbes.
' I happily - report that so lag
unlike the chemise or sack, the
•
intrusmtru- isn't for street wear.Only for our leisure hours But
•
give this comfortable garb time.
By way of exolanatton. the
muu-muu is a ruitiVe of Hawaii.
ir ankle or floor length, cut
full and completely unfitted ex-,
cep! a. the yoke.
Theorise On Null-Neu
•
Thee are various theories on
how the muu-muu migrated from
dead still sore uncounted when this view of the Villa Rica, Ga.,
The
SIVIBID—
KOCK
KAU A
-native garb in 'the islands •-:,
stureslwere leveled. A faulty gas line was blamed. (international/
Six
taken.
wee
gen explosion
at-hofne fashion on the mainland.
,,Gloria Buchner. fashion cothe garments
ordinator for Alfred 'Shaheen. a heirn was making
at; Western,
Honolulu manufacturer, said this fur Barbara's friends
across the
firm has been featuring muu- and then for eoecis
tier garmuus for six years at least.'nation. She has given
suddintly caught on after; ments the trade "name, -.visiceiHut
a promotion by a California; moo."
Shaheen featurer more than
store.
Shaheen's muu-muus all .are 100 prints in -the island-made
has
made in Hawaii and shipped muu-muus. .Mrs. Konheirn,
zodiac
to domestic stores. There are • introduced bold plaids.
•muu-muus for the patio. the prints and ivy league stripes.
She doubts if the muu-muu
pool. !lie dormitory.• and, for
formal at-home, occasions. And ever will show much variation.
features a "mamma as have the sack silhouettes.
Shaheen
for those expectmuu-muu

•
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problems. Esther's closets are
being invaded.
"I have lingerie drawers built
into the walls and every once
in a while I open one of them
to, find a brassiere filled with
acorns." she said grimly.
"I don't think it's very funny
at this stage. If anybody know.,
a humane way tic get rid -61
woodpeckers I'd certainly appreciate hearing from them."
DON'T DO AS I

DO...

66

Register For FREE Prizes To Be Given Away at

1

Garrison's Market

.'eatleitlistlankieticalaleitklaraltroi

CHRISTMAS +
GIFT Hoodquart•rs

* 1st PRIZE - '19.95 PEDAL FIRE TRUCK
* 2nd PRIZE -49.98 BALLERINA DOLL
*3rd PRIZE - 10-LB. KREY'S HAM

for...

Columbia"Ave

— WINNERS TO BE DRAWN CHRISTMAS EVE —

Do Your Christmas Shopping At Garrison's!
Complete Line of Toys!

Farmers...

DOLLS. TRUCKS - GUNS - GAMES - PIANOS
— Everything The Children Want —
CANDIES. NUTS - FRUITS - HAMS - TURKEYS

PICK YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE
WHILE SELECTIONS ARE GOOD

+
- ethers*
from $511.50 t• $IAN

nurleY • • •

-Fine Gifts Since 1855"
Russell Albert Parker,
Mgr.

1409 MAIN STREET
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Bring Your Entire Shopping List Here.
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!

Burley Ma
Still Skidc

Walking Dolls

$595-

Reg. 59.95

ELECTRIC SKILLET

fillesesgesPIM Melesa.01111

5:_r
$1
l9sicamaivataasissamam

Reg' 122'95

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL

4
!
;

AUTOMATIC

BIKES

fts

Pop-Up Toaster
4195

cat vs= xs

eXt±lir

Reg. '16.95

CHILDREN'S

LARGE TABLE & CHAIR SET

SPECIALS ON ALL ELECTRIC

Folding Table with Four Folding (;hair.: -

$22.95
OTHER METAL

•

MIXERS

FOR

STYLES

By UNIT
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GARRISON'S MARKET

PARKERS
JEWELRY STORE
EAST MAIN ST.

enance

STORE

nited I

HOLLYWOOD 615 — Grouch°
Marx looked at the sizeable
audience before the start of a
preview of "The Bridge on the
Riyer Kwai." "Ok," he said.
"Why aren't 'you all at hums
watching 'My television Show"11.'

FREE! FREE! FREE!

ing."
Mrs. Shirley Konheim, boss
of a New York firm which
(Continued From Page Onel
specializes in sub-teen w e a r. the I it r.v.ng a'tended the din- •
muu-rnuu
the
found herself' in
%ler Harvey Ellis. represen tt,I usiness because of daughter tive A the People's Bonk, Jern.e
ColBarht.--, a coed at Western
Trevcrthan. employee of Ellis
lege. Oxford. Ohio.
Popcorn -Company; and Frank
coeds
Barbara was one of 16
Jenkins.
Don
and
Gil:en::ne
who last summer made a collegeMid-South Chemical
the
from
soon.sored tour of the Far East.
CiAnpar*-.
En route home, the group stopMr. Ellis indicated that the
ped off in Honolulu. w here
would be repeated next
.-stest
Barbara bought a couple of muuyear.
muus.
-She got off the plane at .
Idlewild in one of the things."
her mother said. "and, I was
prison Lt. L T.
mortified. My daughter *avidity' '
ANOTHER CHESSMAN 11100K—San Quentin
of Caryl Ches.; an's newest
(Continued from Front Pagel
t
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Comfortable and Versatile
book to the convicted robbery
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try
to
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use
dress
can
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I
after
so
.'But
is -The Kid Waa a Killer."
Title
growers' . associations
chamber.
to
realizgas
the
I
home.
escape
around
to
in motion
for about nine yea.. has
price support undoe loaz,
Chessman. under neath sentenc: llsterraciabonat Sousa..
how wonderfully .coinfortable 'he federal
under one hall of
remained
moves.
plait
;
legal
by
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saved
it
been
and versatile
cent.
•
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